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The Essentials

In addition to the expanding technology
footprint for process automation, more types

The digital process automation market has

of buyers are emerging. Business operations

eclipsed business process management (from

is still the largest market segment for process

which it evolved) and today is experiencing

automation adoption, with traditional sponsors

renewed growth. This growth comes from

being the COO, CIO, CxOs, or line of business

two sources: the incorporation of low-code/

(LOB) department heads who seek greater

no-code1 software in process automation

productivity, efficiency, and cost savings. Some

platforms, and the rapid adoption of robotic

vendors are finding new growth by replacing or

process automation (RPA) software alongside

augmenting CRM, sales force automation, and

process automation software.2 When

customer service systems. These executive

implemented collectively, low-code and RPA –

buyers are typically the CMO, CRO, LOB

which also exist separately from process

executives, and heads of customer service and

automation – have helped organizations speed

support. A few vendors are also successfully

the deployment of business process solutions

targeting a growing number of senior

while more fully automating the tasks and

executives who are implementing end-to-end

activities done by the human workforce.3

processes for digital transformation while

While the concept of citizen developers

delivering outstanding customer experiences.

is largely hyperbole, low-code tooling has

These high-profile deployments are invariably

significantly increased businesspeople’s

sponsored by the CEO, C-suite executives, and

ability to actively participate in process

even corporate board directors.

design by using pre-built templates, pre-built

The adoption of artificial intelligence/machine

user interfaces and forms, out-of-the-box

learning (AI/ML) is the biggest technology

connectors, and starter business applications.

change on the near-term horizon. Already,

Low-code has also significantly accelerated

AI/ML has made significant inroads within

the deployment speed of new solutions, in turn

business processes by:

increasing projects’ ROI.
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automating high-volume capture of
structured, unstructured, and free-form
information from diverse sources

Digital Process Automation
Has Eclipsed Business
Process Management

detecting instances of fraud
Assessing the state of the digital process
determining next best actions

automation market in 2019 is a thought-

performing sentiment analysis

provoking challenge. In many ways, digital
process automation is a mature market –

recognizing both voices and faces

well understood and well established. But

By 2025, process automation vendors will

in other ways, digital process automation is

increasingly use AI/ML within their platforms

immature – still expanding, with a rapidly

and within automated business processes.

changing mix of technologies. This mature/
emerging dichotomy provides the backdrop

The biggest transformational change in
the digital process automation market is
that process will be subsumed into a bigger
platform, which Deep Analysis calls the

for determining the state of the market:
1. The newly evolved digital process
automation market only recently

intelligent business automation platform.

developed from the ever-shrinking (but

When this happens (by 2025), process will

still quite present) world of business

not become less important; in fact, process

process management (BPM) products,

automation will be more important than ever.

methodologies, and skills. Many

But, just as case management was absorbed

customers, prospects, and buyers, hearing

into process automation platforms, workflow

new terms that describe what they once

and process automation will be absorbed into

called workflow and business process

something much bigger. This trend is covered

management, scratch their heads and

in detail in our companion report to this

wonder what happened to the old space

one, State of the Digital Process Automation

they knew so well. And more importantly,

Market: Trends 2020-2025.

they want to know whether the new
terminology means that the technology

Already, this transition can be seen with

changed significantly or if it’s mere sleight

vendors such as Alfresco, IBM, OpenText,

of hand by vendors keen to shake up an

Pegasystems, and Ultimus, plus relatively

older market. (Answer: the technologies

new entrant bpm’online, and CRM-centric

really did change, making it easier and

Salesforce, and the shift will only accelerate

faster to automate processes.)

over the next 3-5 years.

The biggest transformational change in the digital process
automation market is that process will be subsumed into a bigger
platform, which Deep Analysis calls the intelligent business
automation platform.
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2. Today’s business process vendors

analytics and insight, putting their toes

continue to morph quickly by expanding

in the water with customer experience

their addressable market boundaries,

tools, and expanding into other adjacent

adding new partnerships, and rethinking the

technologies. Most process automation

very scope of digital process automation.

vendors haven’t yet taken the time to figure

Few vendors are content to address process

out how AI/ML will impact their product

automation alone; almost all of them

roadmaps, while others, such as Alfresco,

feel the pressure to grow and are testing

Appian, IBM, Pegasystems, Salesforce,

the boundaries of their existing market

and Ultimus (for example), have given the

categories. Very soon process automation

future of AI/ML considerable thought and

will be subsumed into a larger business

action. For the 100-plus process automation

automation platform, providing buyers with

software players and their customers,

more capabilities than process alone, and

there will be no letup in the pace of change

offering vendors greater differentiation.

over the next five years – only acceleration

The eventual platform will include process

sparked by intelligent automation 1) within

modeling, customer journey mapping,

the process automation software itself,

low-code tooling, workflow automation,

and 2) within the business process that the

content and intelligent capture services,

automation software supports.

4

portals, compliance, business rules, case
management, orchestration, business
insight, AI/ML, blockchain, data lakes for
process data, and process-enabled, prebuilt business applications.
3. Process automation vendors see a
looming opportunity/threat from artificial
intelligence and machine learning, but
it’s not clear to them whether this is good
or bad, or how it will impact their products
and customer implementations. While
vendors foresee the imminent AI/ML
specter, their R&D resources are already
consumed by adding low-code capabilities,
integrating robotic process automation,

Slow, costly, and resource-intensive
projects ushered in digital process
automation
The BPM software evolution to digital process
automation did not happen overnight. Instead,
the undercurrent strengthened over several
years, eventually surfacing in 2014-2015.
Why? Although many enterprises can point
to dramatic, transformational BPM successes
during the prior two decades, by 2015 too
many BPM initiatives were either stuck from
overreach or taking too long to deliver results.
Reasons for these failures include:

creating pre-built business applications,

expansive project scopes that required

accelerating their cloud services, focusing

large teams and significant time

on microservices, providing more data

commitments

Few vendors are content to address process automation alone;
almost all of them feel the pressure to grow and are testing the
boundaries of their existing market categories.
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a crippling focus on waterfall
methodologies rather than Agile
chronic skills shortages in BPM

Figure 1

Evolution of the digital process
automation market

methodologies, particularly in IT
too much time wasted on “as is”

DIGITAL PROCESS AUTOMATION

processes versus the “to be” vision
“heavy” BPM software requiring a steep
learning curve and a substantial lift for
business analysts and developers

Beat competitors
Transform the customer experience

Process analysts
Application
developers

support because products were too hard

alone

Inside-out
Standardized
processes

TRADITIONAL
BPM SOFTWARE

practitioners’ struggle to gain internal

complex for Lean/Six Sigma teams to go

Project
Scope
Improved business
operations
Targeted productivity/
cost saving

and Lean methodologies to run their course

disliked the process jargon), and too

Built for continuous change

Project
Goals

lengthy time requirements for Six Sigma

for the business, resisted by IT (which

Outside-in design

Empower digital transformation

On-premises
Process platform
System development
platform

Project
Team Skills
Business analysts
Process designers
CX specialists
Agile

System
Cloud/hybrid
Process applications
Low-code
Machine learning
RPA
Microservices

inherent limitations within BPM software
that required significant custom
programming outside the tool to fulfill
customer requirements

look for products offering better and

As buyers and vendors searched for better

more reusable building blocks, such

approaches and solutions (see Figure 1),

as pre-built templates, U/Is and forms,

customers began to take the following steps:

accelerators, connectors to enterprise

quickly automate small activities and

software, and starter business applications

tasks in addition to larger, more time-

favor process platforms that cohesively

consuming projects, and then declare

combine previously separate capabilities,

legitimate victories with their smaller

such as orchestration, automation, case

successes

management, real-time analytics, and

turn to cloud deployments and

business rules

microservices as a way to accelerate

seek platforms that go beyond the

projects and adoption

traditional BPM software boundaries

jettison many time-consuming, resourceintensive methodologies, such as Six
Sigma, Lean, and BPM methodologies,
while embracing Agile more fully
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initiate the focus on customer experience

In this new age of digital process automation,

in addition to the more inwardly-oriented,

BPM products and methodologies are still

traditional back-office business operations

alive and well but often not referred to; they

processes

are hidden in plain sight within the process

As a result, almost all BPM vendors have
sharpened their sights and switched their
terminology, now calling their products
and market some version of digital process
automation. But this change hasn’t been
universal, and vendors typically mirror the
terms used by prospects. This matters
because confusing terms can slow the buying
process as prospects try to compare vendors’
marketing and product pitches. Complicating
the situation, the analyst firms use a myriad
of overlapping terms, such as intelligent BPM
(iBPM), low-code BPM, digital automation
platforms, digital business platforms, case
management, workflow, orchestration, and
many other combinations. This smorgasbord
seems like blah, blah, blah to prospective
buyers. Still, slowly a consensus has emerged
around “digital process automation.”

automation umbrella. Project teams rarely
utter the term “BPM” because it conjures
slow, lengthy, expensive, resource-consuming
projects that are best forgotten. However,
many organizations are not anti-BPM software
and are building upon the successes of older
deployments. For staffing, many project teams
continue to draw upon their BPM specialists
in IT and the COO’s office for business
architecture, process improvement efforts,
and low-code development. As firms shift to
cloud deployments and microservices, and
implement newer versions of their existing
BPM tools, they automatically transition to
newer digital process automation platforms.
These are more modular, pre-built, connected,
focused on data, and easier to use for business
analysts and developers than their BPM
software predecessors.

As a result, Deep Analysis now uses that
terminology,5 but we also believe the software
category will soon expand well beyond process
to become “intelligent business automation” or
“intelligent business automation platforms.”

In this new age of digital process automation, BPM products and
methodologies are still alive and well but often not referred to; they
are hidden in plain sight within the process automation umbrella.
Deep Analysis
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Business Drivers Fuel the
Buyer’s Demand for Digital
Process Automation

time to complete a customer transaction,

The rationale for investing in digital process

processes by a factor of 3-5.8

automation remains the same, even as the
technology has morphed and expanded
from workflow, to business process
management and system orchestration, to
case management – finally emerging as digital
process automation.

the results can be impressive. A rule of
thumb is that process automation can
improve the ROI of document-intensive

Compliance. Many industries, such as
oil and gas, process manufacturing,
and pharmaceuticals, are saddled
with mandated legislation for high-risk
processes that can literally make or
break the survival of companies. Process
automation technology enables these

Dollars and cents are the main
investment drivers, but customer
experience is gaining importance
The market drivers across all industries boil
down to these factors:
Competitive differentiation. In the past,
greater productivity and cost savings
usually tipped the scales toward investing
in process automation. However, in
the current business environment,
competitive differentiation through digital
transformation and breakthrough customer
experience has moved to the forefront of
the C-suite’s strategy and motivation, in
addition to the financial business case.6

companies to control and monitor business
processes real-time, assign and reallocate
tasks to workers with specific training and
certification levels, and change processes
quickly as regulations are updated.
The industries that turn to process automation
have remained the same over the years,
although additional industries, such as retail,
have come on board in the digital age. Most
vendors target a subset of verticals so as
to specialize their products, channels, and
professional services skills. Smaller vendors
often carve out niche vertical markets as a way
to garner their resources and increase sales
(for example, Hyland’s emphasis on higher ed,
or a focus on overlooked geographic regions

Cost savings. Financial benefits come

such as Bizagi’s footprint in Latin America and

from greater efficiency, increased

Ultimus’ efforts in the Middle East).

productivity, staff allocation to highervalue work, less rework due to improved

Key industries include:

quality, and eliminating waste. Historically,

Banking and other financial services

process automation has increased clerical

Healthcare

productivity by 30-50% and knowledge

High-tech

worker productivity by 15-20%.

Government (local, regional, and national)

7

Greater ROI. Organizations are largely
driven to invest in process automation
because of the return on investment from
greater efficiency. When high-value projects
are delivered quickly in short time periods,
and the process dramatically collapses the
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Figure 2

Demand for digital process automation comes from three buyer segments
Note: this graphic shows a representative list of vendors
for illustrative purposes and is not a complete list.

Driven by:
•

Goals:

CEO, COO, CxO, CMO,
Chief Customer Officer

END-TO-END,
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL
PROCESSES
Appian
Bizagi
IBM
Pegasystems (Pega)
Ultimus

Driven by:
•

Chief Customer
Officer, CMO, CRO,
CxO

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE (CX)

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

FlowForma
Pega
Salesforce

Alfresco, BP Logix,
Flowable, Hyland, IBM, K2,
Kofax, Nintex, OpenText,
Pega, Ultimus

Goals:
•
•
•

Outside-in focus
Increased market
share
Customer loyalty

•
•
•

•

Competitive
differentiation
Revenue growth
Digital transformation
to move competitive
goalposts
Customer excellence

Driven by:
•

COO, CIO, CxO, Chief
Quality Officer, Chief
Compliance Officer

Goals:
•
•
•
•

Lower costs
Higher quality
Compliance
Operational excellence

Business operations, customer
experience, and end-to-end
processes drive adoption

of the three buyer segments (estimated

Across all verticals, the demand for digital

unnecessary steps, rely on siloed data

process automation comes from three key

sources and content repositories, depend

areas (see Figures 2 and 3):

on unintegrated business applications, and

Business operations. For decades, the

at >50%). The catalyst for biz ops? Many
operations are mired in outdated processes,
are steeped in traditions that require

use a plethora of disconnected desktop

back office has fueled and sustained growth

applications, non-digital information, and

in the digital process automation market.

manual steps. Biz ops is also plagued by

The back office represents the most mature

too many handoffs between workgroups,

target buyer for process automation, with

teams, and departments that are fraught

the most educated executives, the greatest

with mistakes, unanticipated delays, and

penetration, and the deepest skill sets.

work that literally goes missing. If you don’t

Business operations is by far the largest

believe how mistake-laden operations
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Figure 3

Market segment size and characteristics
Business operations is the largest segment,
encompassing the back office and some front-office activities

•

CEO, COO, CxO, CMO,
Chief Customer Officer

•

This buyer segment
represents only 20-30%
of the market, but the
enterprise-wide deal sizes
are large.

•

COO, CIO, CxO, Chief Quality
Officer, Chief Compliance
Officer

•

This buyer segment
represents a majority of
the market (>50%), with
significant process maturity
(comparatively).

END-TO-END,
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL
PROCESSES

•

Chief Customer Officer, CMO,
CRO, CxO

•

This buyer segment (roughly
20% of the market) is
developing quickly, with the
greatest focus on CRM and
sales automation renewal.
Process maturity is low
compared to business
operations.

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE (CX)

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS

can be, simply recall your own recent

office processing now get more emphasis.

experiences with insurance firms, banks,

Examples include customer portals to

telecommunications companies, repair

online banking or patient records, and

services, and healthcare providers.

solutions to track package delivery status or

9

With the exception of a few CX specialists

manage prescription drug orders.

(such as Adobe, bpm’online, and Salesforce)

Process automation vendors are now

virtually every digital process automation

paying more attention to improving

vendor is targeting business operations for

customer activities deep within back-

wins in efficiency, cost savings, productivity,

office operations, and forward-thinking

and compliance. The list of vendors with

companies such as Barclays are leading the

a biz ops focus is lengthy; a few examples

charge by adding a customer experience

include Alfresco, Appian, Bizagi, Bonitasoft,

focus to process automation for business

BP Logix, Catalytic, DST Systems, Flowable,

operations. Still, most vendors are moving

Hyland, IBM, K2, Kofax, Newgen, OpenText,

too slowly, largely because they lack

Nintex, Pegasystems, Software AG, TIBCO,

CX experience and have other priorities

and Ultimus. And while most of the work

absorbing their R&D and marketing

involves back-office processing, customer

resources.

experience (CX) activities within back-
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Customer experience. Historically,

vendor.13 bpm’online debuted as a CRM

this buyer segment has been called the

vendor that uses process automation to

front office, but that conjures an inside-

power its product. And Appian’s Intelligent

out way of thinking that is at odds with

Contact Center (ICC) provides a collection

more recent and compelling customer

of pre-built modules targeted at CRM and

experience methodologies that are

customer processes.14

outside-in.10 Organizations targeting digital
transformation as part of strategic business
initiatives are taking a new tack, away from
inside-out. In addition to modeling their
processes based on customer interactions
inside the organization, they also listen to the
voice of the customer,11 prepare customer
journey maps, and identify touchpoints
and moments of truth that occur within the
business process.12 These organizations
(approximately 20% of the digital process
automation market) are hearing directly
from customers that they want automation
and a seamless experience at the point
of interaction. Usually these interactions
are within sales, marketing, and customer
service processes, but sometimes CX teams
discover other areas.

One big factor holding back CX process
deployments is the combination of a
chronic lack of awareness among CX
practitioners of how to use process
automation in digital transformation
efforts, and inadequate CX project team
skills. Ironically, CX practitioners in sales,
marketing, and customer service, and
operational excellence practitioners (OPEX)
in IT and the COO’s office – who could learn
so much from cross-training – have very
little day-to-day interaction. If leaders and
executives want to succeed in using digital
process automation for customer-facing
processes, they must find a way to bridge
the skills gap between CX practitioners and
process experts. And, if vendors are serious
about penetrating the CX buyer segment,

Other than CRM, sales force automation,

they must help their customers bridge this

and customer service, the use of process

divide so that practitioners can learn from

automation for customer experience

one another.15 So far, many of the process

initiatives is far less mature than in

automation vendors are “kinda, sorta”

business operations. As a result, many

interested in the CX opportunity, leaving

process automation vendors have not

Appian and Pegasystems, and sometimes

begun to address the CX buyer, leaving

IBM, to romp in a wide open (but highly

only a handful, such as Adobe, bpm’online,

competitive) space.

Pegasystems, and Salesforce, to operate
freely in their customer-facing comfort
zone. Pegasystems has doubled down
repeatedly on CX and is now as much a
CRM company as a process automation

End-to-end cross-functional processes.
As digital transformation has won the
hearts and minds of the C-suite and
corporate directors, some organizations
are considering digital process automation

Process automation vendors are now paying more
attention to improving customer activities deep within
back-office operations...
Deep Analysis
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for end-to-end, cross-functional processes.

When looking at market opportunities across

These ambitious projects will automate

the three core buyer segments, the digital

manual and semi-manual tasks, work

process automation vendors can either play

across multiple content and data silos,

small ball or go big. It’s their decision, and

integrate with and orchestrate across

vendors are taking different paths:

business applications and emerging
automation technologies, and tackle
customer-facing activities through
next-generation portals, web content,
e-commerce, omnichannel management,
and natural language processing for chat
and other customer interactions. These new
digital experience processes can transform
the business, often moving firms from
market laggards to industry leaders, helping
companies change their business models
for a new market, and, in the public sector,
reinventing how government agencies serve
their citizenry.

The vendors targeting business
operations are successfully playing
small(er) ball in SMBs, by winning deals
and expanding their footprint within
the organizations they serve. Focusing
on business operations and expanding
outward, and emphasizing customer
experience to a lesser extent, has proved
a winning strategy that delivers successful
projects in short time periods, with
impressive results. Other small(er) ball
companies, especially those with off-thebeaten-path target industries or geographic
regions, also have winning strategies.

However, the opportunity for crossfunctional, end-to-end processes is still
nascent and these rare deals are hard to find
and slow to close. Without a C-level sponsor
and other C-level champions, such projects
are dead in the water. The vendors know this
and are careful about spending time and
resources on projects that may go nowhere.
But when these ambitious projects do get a
green light and strong C-suite support, the
results can be jaw-dropping. Currently, the

The few vendors with the chutzpah to
not only play small ball but also go big
by targeting the C-suite are playing for
keeps, but this strategy is more demanding
and competitive. Their approach is to
own the largest, most crucial, end-to-end
customer-facing processes in the company
and then penetrate from that position into
other business functions based on their
initial win.

C-suite buyer represents approximately 20-

After years of getting burned by chasing

30% of digital process automation demand.

and losing large, enterprise-wide deals,

This percentage will grow as vendors

most of the larger vendors have learned

better target their platforms toward large-

also to find smaller, successful projects

scale automation efforts and as process

within departments and regional offices.

automation products expand to incorporate

Many vendors have learned the hard way

CX methodologies and tooling. As of now, the

how to help their customers better scope

vendors seriously targeting C-suite buyers

and staff projects for rapid results and

are Appian, Bizagi, IBM, and Pegasystems –

overall success. As one vendor’s senior

with Pega gaining the most ground.

executive told us, “Start with a viable
process and then expand by taking a
bite-sized chunk. But make sure the big
picture is always in the scene and they (the
customers) know about it.”

Deep Analysis
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Digital Process Automation
Has Four Major Overlapping
Market/Technology Segments

Figure 4

Major segments in the digital process
automation market

While digital process automation platforms
have expanded their scope to include
configurable modules and components, the
overall market can be segmented into four
major technology categories. Some vendors
target several or all segments, while others
target only one (see Figure 4). The four
segments are:

LOW-CODE

RPA

Appian
Bizagi
IBM
Flowable
K2
Nintex
Salesforce

Appian
Kofax
IBM
Pega

1. Low-code (red hot)
2. Robotic process automation (also red hot)

CONTENT
SERVICES

BUSINESS
APPS

3. Content services (fairly mature compared

Alfresco
Hyland
IBM
Kofax
OpenText

Appian
IBM
Kofax
Pega
OpenText

to the others)
4. Business applications (still embryonic)

Low-code puts the sizzle back into
digital process automation

Pega, Appian,
and IBM
are typically
shortlisted in
most deals

Vendor lists are illustrative and not comprehensive.

Low-code process vendors provide tools that
allow customers to design their own processes

From a process point of view, the broadly

using pre-built software that requires little or no

named “low-code/no-code” digital process

coding to generate a run-time process model.

automation market segment has bifurcated

This helps to tackle the IT backlog that plagues

into two distinct types of process-design

many firms. Low-code is also beneficial to IT,

approaches and customers:

speeding developer productivity for big, timeconsuming processes such as underwriting,
new drug approvals, fraud detection, and
claims adjudication. By extending intuitive,
easy-to-use low-code process tools to
business analysts and power users, project

The more commonplace use of lowcode is to provide configurable, pre-built
tools, connectors, microservices, etc.
to accelerate the work of application
developers and business analysts.
These application development platforms

managers can involve businesspeople in

help to speed process design and

process design and development. Ideally, this

development, and to offer an easier means

is done in a collaborative environment with IT’s

of communicating with project teams about

involvement, using an Agile approach. Before

complex process designs (see Table 1).

climbing onto the “no-code” bandwagon, project

These low-code tools reduce (but do not

teams should realize that their ability to design

eliminate) the amount of coding required

processes using low-code tooling depends

to implement and integrate an automated

less on the product features and more on how

business process with other business

mature the organization’s process-design skill

applications, packaged apps, mobile apps,

sets are.
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data sources, and so forth. Very complex,
transaction-intensive, and often dynamic
processes can be built by developers and
business analysts using low-code tools that

Table 1

Common low-code automation features
•

Connectors
(out of the box)

•

Import/export with other
systems

in this space include both the traditional

•

Connector editor

•

Microservices

process automation vendors that have

•

Data models

•

Parallel approvals

evolved into low-code (such as Appian,

•

Documentation services
using wikis

•

Pre-built forms

•

more than 100 low-code specialists, such

•

Domain-specific language

Pre-built process
templates

as OutSystems and Mendix, that target all

•

Device-specific forms
(e.g., web, mobile)

•

•

Entity modeling

•

Guided assistance for
testing

Pre-built integration
into specific business
applications (e.g., SAP,
Salesforce, Microsoft
Office)

•

Simulation

•

Widgets for forms creation

leverage their efforts. Vendors operating

IBM, K2, Salesforce, and Ultimus) and the

types of low-code development, including
those without a process focus.
No-code (sometimes still referred to
as low-code) is targeted for everyday
businesspeople to easily build personal,
workgroup, departmental, or even
enterprise process-centric applications.
Products in this segment include those
from Catalytic, FlowForma, K2, Nintex, and

Process automation vendors take different
approaches to low-code:

Ultimus. These vendors not only target

Simple workflow vendors use low-code

no-code processes for businesspeople,

or no-code approaches for process

but they are also working hard to reach the

automation design features.

tipping point when process automation
becomes a widely used productivity
tool, much like Excel and PowerPoint are
used by businesspeople to readily create
complex spreadsheets and highly visual
presentations. No-code offerings typically
do not use flow diagramming to build
processes but instead rely on simple-touse forms, project management charts,

Some process automation vendors with
low-code capabilities are cautious about
being perceived as offering low-code
separate from process automation. They
believe low-code is too limiting for process
automation and functionality beyond lowcode is needed to provide rapid design and
development.

and checklists to automate processes.

Other vendors have jumped into the low-

Essentially, the vendors pursuing this

code market with both feet, using it as a

approach of offering a no-code, easy-to-

major process automation differentiator

use tool for businesspeople are actually

(e.g., Appian, K2, OpenText, Pegasystems,

pursuing a process automation “for the

Salesforce). K2 has not only embraced

masses” strategy.

low-code for process automation but is

16

Table 1 shows various features that are often
bundled into low-code process automation
offerings, or sold separately.

Deep Analysis
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also targeting the larger low-code market
independent from process automation (e.g.,
mobile applications).
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Some vendors (Alfresco, Bizagi,
Bonitasoft, BP Logix, and Kofax, for
example) do not emphasize low-code
because they believe it focuses too much
on technical tools instead of on the
collaboration needed between IT and the
business to digitize business models that
drive growth and profitability for buyers.
Some, like Kofax, are increasing their
low-code capabilities to increase overall
competitiveness but have not yet redirected
their strategy to the low-code trenches.

Robotic process automation takes
the digital process automation
market by storm
Robotic process automation is a hot
technology, with standing room only at RPA
conferences and sky-high valuations for RPA
vendors. It’s hard, at first blush, to understand
the excitement. After all, RPA vendors use
unglamorous scripting and screen scraping
to automate highly manual tasks that are
often invisible or insignificant to process
improvement teams. The main reason RPA has

Most vendors believe buyers need more

captured the buyer’s imagination? It’s an easy,

than low-code to succeed with process

affordable, and viable way to streamline and

automation. No matter where they’ve

simplify routine, repetitive, mindless work that

staked their low-code claim, most of the

bogs businesspeople down.

process automation vendors also believe
the speed to process delivery (i.e., time to
value) requires significantly more than lowcode capabilities.

RPA software uses static rules, objects, and
scripting to tackle work tasks and activities.
Taking a person’s log-in (mimicking human
behavior), RPA can perform tasks (often

Why the fascination with low-code? There are

overnight, in batch mode, at high volumes)

many reasons. Here’s a smattering of what

such as these:

organizations want to do without coding:

type outgoing correspondence

Create processes using pre-built templates

log into different business applications to

and forms

access data for subsequent use

Quickly develop and deploy processes

copy structured or unstructured

Change processes on the fly in response to

information from one application to another

changes in the business

scan, read, and compose emails

Modify business rules without rewriting

manipulate spreadsheets

applications

automate aspects of onboarding,

Carry out relatively complex functions
without custom coding
Create parallel approvals

compliance, and document capture
automate chatbots
Often, there’s fundamental confusion about

Call out sub-processes

the difference between RPA and digital process

Integrate with business and desktop

automation. The key? RPA has a more limited

applications

task orientation, not a full process orientation.

Access smart wizards during design testing

Robots tackle many types of work previously
unaddressed by process automation, including
tasks that require interactions with multiple
systems; repetitive actions within a single
application; and activities accessing data

Deep Analysis
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across multiple systems (particularly legacy
and/or brittle systems). Here are two examples
where RPA could help:

Content services is the fuel for
digital process automation engines
Content services are a mainstay of digital

A worker must log into one system, copy

process automation. If process automation

information, log into another system,

were a work factory’s engine, content would

and input the copied information into the

fuel the factory. Many years ago, workflow

second system (e.g., ERP) because of poor

emerged as a feature and then a component

integration.

of document imaging systems; ultimately it

Within an enterprise app, a worker must
look up customer or product data and then
manually enter it into a purchase order,
invoice, or email because the packaged app
doesn’t automate this task.

became a separate market before eventually
morphing into BPM. Content remained
important, although two kinds of vendors
emerged: 1) vendors with substantial IP in
content management products, where content
and process were joined at the hip, and, 2)

Currently, RPA is not an AI category, but

vendors with process automation software

building intelligence into robots is a future

that partnered with content management

direction, including machine learning, natural

vendors. There are some hybrids. For example,

language processing, machine language,

Kofax created a single platform for process

intelligent capture and search, and predictive

automation, RPA, and intelligent capture

analytics. When RPA is combined with digital

– which is a content component – while

process automation and predictive analytics

remaining agnostic on full content services.

it can support redesigned, customer-centric

Still, the distinction between the content and

business processes, such as improving the

process worlds still exists today.

outcomes in customer service call centers
through the use of next best action to guide
better results and higher net promoter scores.

Given process’s role as a work engine,
process automation has been a core function
of enterprise content management (ECM)

Almost all the digital process automation

systems for decades. In some cases, ECM

vendors have either partnered with one or more

vendors provide quite sophisticated BPM

RPA vendors or developed their own native

functionality. In others, the process capabilities

capabilities. Table 2 provides a snapshot of

are more rudimentary and deliver features akin

vendor positioning.

to linear workflows for approval activities. The
biggest drawback of process management
services within ECM systems is that they are
optimized for the content system and the
content contained in the repository. Once a
process, or even a set of tasks, extends beyond
the core content stored in the ECM repository
its limitations become evident, often resulting
in manual handoffs.

Almost all the digital process automation vendors have either
partnered with one or more RPA vendors or developed their
own native capabilities.
Deep Analysis
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Table 2

Vendor positioning in the robotic process automation segment
Vendor

Internal Development and/or Partnership(s)

Marketing Approach

Alfresco

n/a

Alfresco partners with RPA companies through its
partnership program.

Appian

Embeds and bundles Blue Prism RPA. Native
implementations with Blue Prism, UiPath, and
Automation Anywhere.

Sees RPA as a key part of holistic intelligent automation;
works with the customer’s RPA vendor of choice;
has developed a pre-built solution for managing RPA
deployments and exception handling.

Bizagi

Agnostic strategy. Native integration with Blue
Prism and UiPath.

RPA often leads the automation conversation, pulling
demand for digital process automation.

Bonitasoft

Partners with UiPath.

Sees RPA as a game changer for digital process automation
deals.

BP Logix

No formal relationship.

Not a high priority.

Catalytic

Partners with UiPath and Automation Anywhere.

Takes an agnostic view toward RPA vendors; sees RPA as
complementary.

Flowable

Partners with Automation Anywhere.

Views RPA as being strategic and a complement to process
automation; can use CMMN in conjunction with BPMN and
DMN to manage robots.

FlowForma

In active discussions with RPA vendors.

RPA is on the product roadmap. Views RPA as essential to
digital process automation.

Hyland

Partners with Blue Prism and also provides
native software through product with Onbase
Task Automator.

Sees RPA as a complement to workflow, helping to address
manual tasks.

IBM

OEMs and resells Automation Anywhere and has
partnerships with UiPath and Blue Prism.

Sees RPA as core to its digital business platform; most
customers are considering RPA.

K2

Partners with UiPath and Blue Prism.

Views RPA as a core part of process, including compliance;
buyers are beginning to understand the limitations of RPA
and the differences between RPA and workflow/process
engines; RPA and AI are the two biggest trends impacting
digital process automation.

Kofax

Native RPA capability for six years.

Was very early to the RPA market; has integrated RPA as a
core component of the automation platform. Kofax observes
that businesspeople and IT need help understanding and
managing the combined human and robot workforce in a
process automation context.

Nintex

Bought an RPA company this year (EnableSoft)
to incorporate into the process automation
platform.

Thinks RPA is strategically important and will be so for the
foreseeable future because legacy systems have such a
long life span. Nintex believes AI/ML will be important to the
future of RPA.

OpenText

Has connected to UiPath and can connect to
other RPA vendors (Blue Prism, Automation
Anywhere, Kofax RPA, Servicetrace, etc.).

Does not resell RPA. Considering out-of-the-box connectors.

Pegasystems

Acquired OpenSpan in 2016 for RPA and
workforce analytics.

RPA is unified and integral to the automation platform.

Salesforce

Uses Einstein bots for chat.

Currently exploring options.

Ultimus

Native RPA capability with Flobots (introduced
years ago).

98% of customers use Flobots for RPA-like automation.

Deep Analysis
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Given the limitations of a single, centrally

Hyland, and OpenText to offer both digital

managed repository (see the sidebar below),

process automation and ECM/content service

content services abandons the single

products. IBM and OpenText have even brought

repository approach and instead manages

their content and process offerings together

decentralized content stores through a

in a single platform. And companies such as

federated or integrated set of shared content

Alfresco and Appian have built their native

services. Security, compliance, search, and

content management and process automation

access controls can be managed through these

platform from the ground up. This allows a

shared services. It’s early days, but the content

single vendor to offer, say, process or content

services notion is gaining traction.

services or RPA or intelligent capture in a single

All vendors recognize that content is critical
to digital process automation, and vice versa.
But often these worlds have operated largely
independently and in competition with one

platform. Plus, in the future vendors will be able
to build more complete, more comprehensive
process-based business applications that
automate process while managing a spectrum
of unstructured and structured information.

another. The emergence of decentralized
content services offers an opportunity to

That said, companies that have traditionally

change the historic relationship between

sold content management solutions separately

content and process automation. Content

still rely on legacy maintenance fees, slowing

services allow vendors to leverage the tight

the transition. Though it’s accepted wisdom

management of critical and sensitive content

in the ECM world that a single repository is no

while deploying fully featured digital process

longer feasible – distributed content stores are

management for the total automation solution.

the norm and will remain so – much of the talk
around content services remains just that, talk.

Already, signs point to changes in how
content services are implemented in process
automation platforms. Multiple acquisitions
and consolidation in the ECM sector over the
past decade have led companies like IBM,

ECM and content services is a sector ripe for
disruption, but a lucrative one that will resist
change as long as ECM vendors are able to reap
profits from centralized repositories.

The Challenges
of Managing Content

compliance, and is a costly, inefficient,
and potentially risky way to operate.

Content, whether in the form of
documents and files or videos and
images, is at the heart of many – if
not most – process automation
situations. Historically, content
“management” has consisted of
little more than storing unstructured
information in email folders or shared
drives. This haphazard approach
creates nightmares for organizations
with business processes that require
greater control, oversight, and

Some organizations prioritize a portion
of their enterprise content and manage
it in specialized enterprise content
management (ECM) systems, but
these are a minority. However, the
sheer growth in volume, complexity,
and importance of enterprise content
means that many firms and government
agencies are trying to wrestle more
structure into the organization and
its business processes through
content services that use a distributed
repository. ECM systems operate on the

Deep Analysis
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notion of managing a single repository
along with associated services, such
as search, access control, compliance,
and process automation. But few, if
any, large organizations have deployed
– or ever will deploy – a single tightly
managed repository of content. It’s not
even realistic to try. A more realistic
approach that frequently surfaces in
larger companies is the deployment
of multiple, federated repositories in
different parts of the organization that
support enterprise search tools across
the content repositories.
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Business applications is the new
competitive opportunity for digital
process automation

Figure 5

Products come in many combinations

For years, process automation vendors have
dreamed of building out-of-the-box process
applications such as invoice processing,
onboarding, expense reporting, travel requests,
and compliance that generate a new revenue

Business
rules

Straightthrough
processing

Workflow

Business
operations
Low-code

stream. They’ve also envisioned a deep

CX

vertical dive into apps for intensive industries

Content

Modeling

such as insurance, banking, government, and

RPA

pharmaceuticals. But in reality, they mostly

Case

delivered 1) unimpressive starter applications

Business
apps

AI

and templates for building apps, 2) process
frameworks for vertical markets that left much
work to be done, and 3) specific process apps

Buyer requirements vary based on strategy,
maturity, size, and industry.

that were at most 50% out of the box. That is
now changing because vendors can leverage
their own low-code capabilities to build

For each vendor’s platform(s), some

applications.17

component modules grew organically while
other functionalities may have been grafted

Select Digital Process
Automation Modules Best
Suited to the Process
Given digital process automation’s many
transmutations, from its 1985 genesis as a
workflow feature in document imaging systems
to today’s functionality-laden suites, buyers

onto the platform through acquisitions or
partnerships. Knowing the evolution of the
platforms is important for these reasons:
Acquired products often are insufficiently
integrated with the acquiring vendor’s
platform or work differently from the rest of
the suite.

have a wide range of automation choices.

Sometimes the vendor intends to gradually

Figure 5 shows how process automation

phase out the acquired software and

products are like leaves on a flourishing tree,

replace it with newer versions.

allowing informed buyers to make the best
choices when selecting components (and
vendors) to match their business processes.
In some situations, a single vendor may meet
all the organization’s needs. In others, the

Occasionally the vendor rewrites the code
of acquired products to work seamlessly
within the acquiring vendor’s native
software (e.g., Pegasystems).

buyer may require multiple products including

Product suites that have grown natively over

those from vendors that partner with process

time usually are better integrated, work

automation platform providers, such as

more seamlessly, and have a similar look-

Signavio for process modeling and process

and-feel throughout the product.

mining or Progress Software (Corticon) for
business rules.   

Deep Analysis
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Interestingly, together these component

component modules of a process automation

modules form a digital process automation

platform that each vendor offers. Our report,

platform that goes well beyond process

State of the Digital Process Automation Market:

and hints at a future when such umbrella

Trends 2020-2025, provides a detailed look at

platforms will be viewed as intelligent business

the future of intelligent business automation

automation platforms. Table 3 shows the

platforms.

Table 3

Process vendors address a wide spectrum
AI embedded

Business apps Business
rules*

Case
management

Alfresco
Appian
Bizagi
Bonitasoft
Catalytic
Flowable
IBM
Kofax
Pega
Salesforce
Ultimus

Appian
bpm’online
OpenText
Pega
Salesforce

IBM
Pega
Progress
Software for
Corticon
Salesforce

Alfresco
Appian
Bizagi
Bonitasoft
BP Logix
DST Systems
Flowable
FlowForma
Hyland
IBM
K2
Kofax
Newgen
OpenText
Pega
Salesforce
Ultimus

Low-code**

No-code

Process
modeling***

Straight-through
processing

Bizagi
IBM
Nintex
(EnableSoft)
Signavio

IBM
OpenText
OutSystems
Pega
Red Hat
Salesforce
SAP
Software AG
TIBCO
Vitria

(separate product)

(separate product)

(for developers and (end-user
business analysts) process tool for
businesspeople)

Alfresco
Appian
Bizagi
Bonitasoft
BP Logix
Catalytic
Flowable
Hyland
IBM
K2
Kofax
Mendix
Newgen
OpenText
OutSystems
Pega
Salesforce
Ultimus

Catalytic
FlowForma
K2
Nintex
Ultimus

Deep Analysis
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Content

Content

CX focus

Business
operations
focus

Alfresco
Appian
Bonitasoft
BP Logix
DST Systems
Flowable
Hyland
IBM
Newgen
OpenText

Bizagi
Bonitasoft
Catalytic
FlowForma
K2
Kofax
Nintex
Pega
Salesforce
Ultimus

Adobe
Appian
Bizagi
BP Logix
bpm’online
Flowable
FlowForma
Hyland
K2
Kofax
OutSystems
Pega
Salesforce
Signavio
Ultimus

Alfresco
Appian
Bizagi
Bonitasoft
BP Logix
Catalytic
DST Systems
Flowable
FlowForma
Hyland
IBM
K2
Kofax
Newgen
Nintex
OpenText
OutSystems
Pega
Signavio
Software AG
Ultimus

(native)

(partner)

RPA

RPA

Workflow

Kofax
Nintex
Pega
Ultimus

Appian
Bizagi
Bonitasoft
Catalytic
FlowForma
Hyland
IBM
K2
Nintex
OutSystems
Salesforce
Signavio

Asana
Formstack
HighGear
Integrify
Orchestly
PerfectForms
ProcessMaker
Smartsheet

(native)

(vendor partner)

*Most process
automation
platforms use
business rules
within the
software but only
a few vendors sell
business rules as a
separate product.
**Some low-code
products for
developers and
business analysts
also have no-code
capabilities.
***All process
automation
platforms provide
process modelers
or designers;
this list refers
to modeling
products that are
sold separately or
available separately
on a freemium
basis.
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In addition to low-code, RPA, content services,

Case management. Case management

and business applications, discussed in detail

software helps a worker create, track, and

in an earlier section (p. 11), other key digital

manage a case folder that may take a long

process automation modules include:

time to close and often involves documents,

Artificial information/machine learning
(AI/ML). These technologies will be the
next big wave to impact the digital process
automation market and are already making

e-forms, digital images, faxes, and other
unstructured information. Once a separate
market, this has since been subsumed into
process automation platforms.

inroads with some vendors. This category

Modeling. This is both a communication

covers a lot of ground, including natural

tool for discussing processes and a

language generation, natural language

documentation/discovery tool for designing

processing, facial recognition, voice

processes. Process modeling is intrinsic to

recognition, fraud detection, and virtual

the automation suite, but some companies

assistance, to name a few.

deeply specialize in modeling and process

Automation (or workflow) engines. These
include the basic BPM suite – modeling,
execution, monitoring, and process
improvement. This is a core component

mining (e.g., Signavio), and/or offer
modeling tools in addition to their process
automation platforms (e.g., Bizagi, IBM,
and Nintex).

for all digital process automation products.

Straight-through processing. This term

In addition to workflow being part of the

refers to the ability to automate system-

process automation execution engine, some

to-system processes that require no or

vendors offer simple workflow products –

minimal human interaction. Products

typically no-code and forms-based – that

that support system-to-system straight-

help businesspeople simplify and automate

through processing must operate at scale,

their work processes.

support high volumes of process instances,

Business rules. These are essential for
determining process flow and execution.
Many vendors have developed their own
business rules products for the process
engine, while others such as IBM and
Pegasystems offer business rules products
that are available in the process platform. In
addition, some process automation vendors

and integrate multiple applications, data
sources, and Web services. Straight-through
processing products require numerous outof-the-box connectors and integration tools.
Although the term is often used to describe
banking solutions, this report's usage of
"straight-through processing" applies to all
industry sectors.

partner with business rules vendors such as

The digital process automation landscape

Progress Software for Corticon.

is filled with diverse vendors, products, and
technologies. The horizon is always shifting,
particularly as the opportunity and threat from
AI/ML looms large. Given the current market
and significant trends impacting that market,18
Deep Analysis offers advice to buyers and
technology vendors in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7

Advice to digital process automation buyers
TECHNOLOGY

FOCUS

STRATEGY

VISION

Adopt cloud and

Look for processes

Innovate around CX,

Look to DPA’s future –

microservices as

with many handoffs

even inside business

intelligent business

quickly as possible.

to workgroups,

operations.

platforms – and

Look for vendors that
leverage Amazon,

departments, outside
groups or customers.

Champion digital
process automation for

assess organizational
readiness.

Google, Microsoft,

Transform customer-

digital transformation

Focus on vendors with

open source, and other

facing steps inside

(if the organization is

vision for using AI inside

infrastructure players.

business operations.

mature).

the DPA software.

Focus on vendors with

Reach out to CX teams.

Consider teaming with

Look for opportunities

strategic vendors for

to differentiate

business applications.

processes with AI/ML;

strong emphasis on
data: entity modeling,
data quality, data
integration, and
strategy for process
data lakes.

Start with data focus,
then expand to process

assess culture and data

flow.

readiness.

Avoid taking ”citizen
developer” literally.
Clearly delineate
between RPA and digital
process automation.

Figure 8

Advice to digital process automation vendors

TECHNOLOGY

POSITIONING

STRATEGY

VISION

Push hard on cloud,

Double down on low-

Innovate around CX,

Look to DPA’s future:

microservices, and

code/no-code but . . .

even inside business

intelligent business

mining process data.

don’t get carried away

operations.

platforms.

Anticipate the RPA/DPA

Focus on:

Expect a rising tide

by citizen developers.

from Amazon, Google,

Incorporate customer

clash of the process

1) AI inside the DPA

Microsoft – leverage it!

journey mapping into

titans:

software

process modeling.

•

Breathe new life into

future direction,

dated process modeling
•

approaches.

DPA owns the

2) AI in the business
process

but RPA vendors
have the cash.

Use open source
wherever possible.
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Call to Action

Does this mean that automated processes will

This report’s purpose is to assess the state of

market recede into the background? Not

the digital process automation market in 2019.

at all. Digital process automation remains

In Deep Analysis’s opinion, the state of the

essential for transforming how work is done

market is strong. Digital process automation

inside the organization and how clients and

has successfully transitioned from slow, often

customers are served outside the organization,

burdensome, resource-intensive BPM projects

but process automation software needs other

to nimble, short-span projects that provide fast,

technical components to really shine. Some of

high-impact business results. The change has

these components, such as content services

been powered by a dramatic shift to low-code

and business rules, have always been around,

and no-code capabilities, and accelerated by

are well understood, and are already integrated,

an intense fascination with combining RPA with

but others – such as AI/ML – are brand new

process automation. Although it feels as if the

to the industry and to buyers. Putting these

converged case/structured/orchestration BPM

components together into a highly modular,

market has just arrived at its final destination,

configurable intelligent business automation

in reality the digital process automation market

platform will give business, IT, and marketing

is merely pausing before taking the next step

executives more power than ever before to

toward becoming an intelligent business

transform their organizations.

go away? Will the digital process automation

automation platform.19
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Endnotes
1 Many process automation vendors have embraced the term "low-

11 The voice of the customer (VoC) refers to programs or initiatives

code" to describe templates, connectors, toolkits, etc. that simplify

that capture customers’ feedback about their experiences

coding for application developers and business analysts. A few

and expectations when engaging with the organization’s sales,

vendors have gone further and developed no-code process design

marketing, and other business units, particularly around products

tools for businesspeople. However, caveat emptor applies because

and services. This two-way dialogue between the organization’s

the term "no-code" is sometimes marketing hype.

customer experience practitioners and customers focuses

1 For more, see https://www.forbes.com/sites/
jasonbloomberg/2019/01/15/whatever-happened-to-businessprocess-management-software/#a99f4a872f7a
3 Low-code software can be implemented separately from process
automation to tackle other types of business applications, and RPA
can also be deployed independently from process automation. Both
of these categories are highly synergistic with process automation
but can also stand alone.

specifically on the customers’ needs, expectations, understandings,
disappointments, and suggestions for improvement. VoC sessions
are an essential tool for implementing customer experience projects
and end-to-end customer-centric business processes.
12 Touchpoints are wherever and whenever customers and
organizations interact to exchange information, provide a service,
or handle business transactions. A moment of truth is whenever a
customer decides whether to continue or discontinue engaging with
an organization because of his/her experience.

4 Customer journey mapping is a visual depiction of the stages that
customers go through when interacting with an organization
(typically a company), from thinking about buying products or
services, to contacting the organization via one or more channels

13 Pegasystems acquired Chordiant in 2010. See https://www.
gartner.com/en/documents/1324728/pegasystems-strengthensits-crm-presence-by-acquiring-ch

(e.g., web, email, chat, social, phone, etc.), buying one or more

14 For more details see https://www.appian.com/platform/

products and services, getting post-sales support, and staying

intelligent-contact-center/

engaged with the company over time (e.g., via social media). In many
ways, the customer journey map is an outside view of the internal
process that is modeled and automated internally using digital
process automation, although the journey mapping and process
mapping tools do not necessarily capture the same information or
easily align.

15 See our report, “Digital Transformation – Bridge The Skills Abyss,”
https://www.deep-analysis.net/report/digital-transformationbridge-the-skills-abyss/
16 This distinction between low-code for developers and business
analysts, and no-code/low-code for businesspeople, parallels

5 For the sake of brevity, this report uses the terms “digital process
automation” and “process automation” interchangeably.
6 See our report, “A CX Roadmap That Puts Customers in the
Driver’s Seat,” https://www.deep-analysis.net/report/a-cx-roadmapthat-puts-customers-in-the-drivers-seat/
7 This statistic is based on an assessment of document
management and business process management case studies over
more than 20 years.

Forrester Research’s decision to publish two digital process
automation Waves: one for deep deployments and another
for wide deployments.
17 Vendor strategies for addressing process-driven business
applications are examined in detail in our report, State of the Digital
Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025.
18 These trends are detailed in our report, State of the Digital
Process Automation Market: Trends 2020-2025.
19 See our report, State of the Digital Process Automation Market:

8 Ibid.

Trends 2020-2025 for more on intelligent business automation

9 See our report, “Intelligent Process Automation – Transform the

platforms. Also see https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/

Customer Experience by Tackling the Dreaded Handoff Syndrome,”

digital-mckinsey/our-insights/intelligent-process-automation-the-

https://www.deep-analysis.net/report/intelligent-process-

engine-at-the-core-of-the-next-generation-operating-model

automation/
10 Inside-out means that the organization focuses on its needs and
activities first, rather than putting the customer first and prioritizing
its activities around the customer’s needs and preferences.
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